12th-Grade Supply List

To have at school daily:
- Face masks (washable or disposable, no valve)
- Sanitizing wipes (as available) and/or spray sanitizer
- Personal bottle of hand sanitizer (products with greater than 60% ethanol or 70% isopropanol as active ingredients)
- Tissues (small pack)
- Water bottle (filled)

** STUDENTS SHOULD NOT SHARE MATERIALS OR SCHOOL SUPPLIES WITH EACH OTHER

Art
Small package of regular, 2-H wooden pencils
One white eraser
One small (approx. 6" x 8") art sketchbook with unlined paper

Latin
Spiral notebook for vocabulary lists & note taking
Folder with two pockets for handouts
Colored pens for annotating text

French
Single Subject Notebook and 2 pocket folder OR
a dedicated section in a 3-ring binder if shared with another course

Spanish
Notebook and folder
Pen or pencil in class every day

Advanced Chemistry
College Ruled Composition Book
3-ring notebook -- Thin -- Recycled is fine. No need for new

Genetics and Biotechnology
Composition notebook (for this class only)
Pencil
Red (or other colored) pen
Binder (may be shared with other classes) or folder
Graphing calculator
Water bottle
1 box of 50 nitrile or vinyl gloves (if available and possible!)

Medical School
1 box of 50 nitrile or vinyl gloves (if available and possible!)

Wilderness Biology
Permanently bound composition book (wide/college rule - for science class only); black pens and pencils, 3-ring binder & loose-leaf paper (may be shared with other classes); shoes suitable for hiking & mud; rain & wind resistant jacket
Pre-Calculus and Calculus
Graphing calculator (TI 83 04 84) and graph paper and notebook just for math

Statistics
Red pens, pencils, spiral notebook and a graphing calculator
1" 3-ring Binder with dividers

Ethics
Notebook paper for notes

English
Charged iPad, with Kindle app and iAnnotate app installed and ready
Copy of text currently being studied
Pen/pencil
Lined, college-ruled paper

ESL
One composition notebook - sewn binding, not glued - to be used for ESL Only